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 any other country, especially a Third World one, has the capabilities to
 become "just like us"? In seeking a deeper level of interpretation of
 U.S.-China relations Richard Madsen has possibly overstated his case
 and thereby exaggerated the significance of his speculations. If so, this is
 too bad because much of the impressive strength of his analysis lies in
 showing how unrealistic others have been about China.

 LUCIAN W. PYE

 Sino-American Military Relations: Mutual Responsibilities in the
 Post-Cold War Era. By ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, DAVID E. JEREMIAH,
 JAMES P. MCCARTHY, WILLIAM R. RICHARDSON, JIMMY D. Ross,
 DAVID M. LAMPTON, DAVID L. SHAMBAUGH and JUNE MEI. [New
 York: National Committee on U.S.-China Relations (China Policy
 Series, No. 9), November 1994. 31 pp. $3.00.]

 The National Committee on U.S.-China Relations' delegation composed
 of a former U.S. Secretary of Defense, four recently retired four-star Flag
 officers and two leading China scholars, including one who specializes in
 Chinese military affairs, travelled to China in the spring of 1994 to
 explore security issues with senior military and civilian leaders. Its
 purpose was to determine: Beijing's vision of the post-Cold War world;
 its attitude towards a regional security organization; the extent and
 purpose of the PLA's emerging force projection capabilities; the degree
 to which China recognizes regional anxiety over the PLA's growing
 military power and whether it intended to take action designed to
 alleviate this apprehension; and Beijing's support for a continuing
 American military presence in the region. Several members continued on
 to Taiwan, where they sought to clarify Taipei's perspectives on its
 security needs and China's role in these perceptions.

 The delegation's findings were predictable. Even in what it believes is
 a multipolar world, Beijing remains unenthusiastic about any kind of
 regional security organization, preferring bilateral discussions to the
 multilateral arena. Nor will Beijing permit Taiwan to participate in any
 regional security forums. Beijing is also unwilling to recognize that its
 defence modernization programme under way since the late 1970s raises
 legitimate anxieties in the region. And, even though every Chinese
 security analyst recognizes the utility of U.S. forward deployed forces in
 the region, Beijing on principle cannot publicly support the American
 military presence.

 The report's blueprint for Sino-American military ties approximates
 the process that began with Secretary of Defense Brown's visit in January
 1980. Beginning with high level exchanges on strategic issues, the
 report's recommendation develops through steps that include professional
 military education linkages, discussions of security and military strategy
 at the War College level, exchanges on defence conversion and dual-use
 technologies. For the foreseeable future, the authors do not recommend
 major weapons sales, nor do they believe China anticipates such transfers.
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 As an important part of their recommendations, the authors counsel that
 Beijing must be encouraged to undertake significant transparency
 measures illuminating its defence expenditures, national military strategy
 and procurement. This is precisely the strategy now pursued by the
 United States as it re-engages China's defence establishment.

 The logic behind the report's recommendations is that although China
 is a major power in political and economic terms, and is viewed as a
 potential threat in the region, Beijing's focus on domestic economic
 development implies that it will not generate significant force projection
 capabilities for a decade or more. This provides a "window of
 opportunity" for the United States and other Asia-Pacific states to engage
 Beijing and build the trust essential for mutual acknowledgement of a
 non-threatening security environment. The most serious dilemma facing
 American policy-makers remains the potential for conflict across the
 Taiwan Strait - something for which, in the authors' opinion, the United
 States is totally unprepared.

 This final point highlights the report's singular deficiency. The
 blueprint provided is sound and, in essence, the same approach the United
 States pursued from 1980 and gives every indication of following in the
 future (notwithstanding the Chinese attenuation of these contracts in June
 1995). Nevertheless, even before the Tiananmen tragedy resulted in the
 suspension of Sino-American defence ties, arms transfers to Taiwan had
 involved these ties in major disagreements. With this history, I expected
 greater concentration on the Taiwan issue and more focused thought on
 possible courses of action to resolve the "one China" dilemma -
 especially as the report recognizes that a democratic polity now provides
 less confidence that caution will necessarily restrain the impetus for
 independence.

 PAUL H. B. GODWIN

 The Evolution of Greater China and What it Means for America. By
 HARRY HARDING. [New York: National Committee on U.S.-China
 Relations (China Policy Series, No. 10), December 1994. 40
 pp. $3.00.]

 This report of the proceedings of a dialogue sponsored by the National
 Committee on U.S.-China relations and the East-West Center reflects the

 candid views of representatives from the PRC, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
 the United States on the increasingly important dynamic of Chinese
 integration. Readers wishing quick exposure to this critical issue will find
 here a guide organized in the lucid, perceptive and thought-provoking
 style characteristic of one of America's foremost China-watchers, Harry
 Harding. To ensure that participants engaged in a lively exchange, names
 have been omitted from the text, but the views incorporated apparently
 came from civic leaders, businessmen and the non-profit sector as well as
 scholars. Harding has synthesized their wide-ranging and occasionally
 provocative observations into sections emphasizing three central areas of
 inquiry: what relations between the three Chinese societies actually
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